The test engine was an early production Pratt used for commercial ground testing.
The compact and Whitney JTI5D-I turbofan with a rated thrust ICD was made to mount on the same engine inlet of 9800 N (2200 Ib), and nominal bypass ratio of shape used in the NASA inter-center "Forward 3.3. The fan is 53.3 cm in diameter (21-in.) and Velocity Effects on Fan Noise" program reported has 28 blades and develops a 1.5 pressure ratio at in references 6 and 7. This feature permits ICD 15 500 rpm. Six structural struts located aft tests on similar JTI5D-I engines to enable better of the stators support the core engine from the comparison of flight and ground test results, outer case. The engine was modified so that fan In this paper, design and construction de-rotor-core stator interaction tones would be tails of the ICD are discussed, and results of acoustically cut-off. This was accomplished by acoustic perfdrmance tests are presented for a increasing the core stator vane number from 33 to range of fan speeds.
The tests included far-field 71 vanes while maintaining equivalent aerodynamic directivity tests, acoustic transmission tests, performance.
As an additional acoustic consideraand tests to determine if any significant new tion, the rotor-core stator separation was inacoustic sources were created by the presence of creased to 0.63 rotor root chord lengths. The the ICD on the engine inlet, detailed engine description and modifications are described in reference 2.
Apparatus and Instrumentation
A picture of the engine on the test stand is shown in figure  3 . The test engine was suspended ICD and Inlet from a thrust measuring system on a cantilevered pylon support arm. The support arm faired smooth-Major design criteria and their impact on the ly into the engine cowling and positioned the ICD were as follows: engine inlet greater than 3.4 diameters from any A. Negligible acoustic transmission losses -facility or ground structure. The engine exhausts Use a reasonable size with shape to keep honeycomb into a large muffler to prevent noise contamicells undistorted and aligned with the flow; nation from aft fan or jet noise. The 2.8 m B. Minimize wakes from the structure -Use (9.3-ft) diameter by 18.3 m (60-ft) long muffler thin support ribs with meticulous workmanship on is shown attached to the engine. Figure 4 shows joints;
the compact ICD installed on the JTI5D-I engine.
Instrumentation truding 6.4 cm (2.5-in.) from the inlet wall about 20 rod diameters upstream of the rotor face.
The The procedure and instrumentation used for rods were 0.5 cm (3/16-in.) diameter.
The rod previous tests with other ICD's described in installation is further described in reference 2. references 2 and 3 were also used for the compact Rotor interaction with the rod wakes produced the two-fan-diameter ICD. Acoustic measurements were M : -13 spinning mode which dominates the noise made form I0°to 90°about the engine inlet by directivity pattern. 1.3 cm (O.5-in.) farfield ground microphones on a Results of these acoustic tests with the 24.4 m (80-ft) radius circle. The test facility inlet rod-rotor interaction noise source show the with acoustic arena is shown in figure  5 . The ICD to have little effect on the transmitted microphone signals were gain adjusted to a signal noise. This conclusion is supported by the level less than 1 volt rms, and recorded on fre-directivity results of figure 8. At I0 800 rpm quency modulated (F.M.) tape.
A fast Fourier ( fig.  8(a) ) the rod-induced tone peaks at 45°and transform spectrum analyzer converted signals to a has essentially the same value with or without the narrow-band spectra using 20 second samples of ICD present. The ICD did somewhat reduce the tone recorded data to obtain a 400-1ine spectra with a level away from this lobe, as might be expected bandwidth of 25 Hz. Ground microphone results for inflow disturbance generated noise. At were corrected to 30.5 m (lO0-ft) free field 13 500 rpm ( fig.  8(b) ) the rod induced noise is radial distance and standard-day temperature further cut-on and peaks more toward the forward (15°C) and relative humidity (70%) conditions, angles. At this speed the fan tip speed is super-The engine was also instrumented with minia-sonic and the M = 28 mode due to the rotor alone ture blade mounted pressure transducers.
Fabrica-is also cut-on. This mode, which tends to tion details and response characteristics of the propagate toward the sideline angles is evident installed transducers are given in reference 8. from 60°to 90°in figure 8(b) . Again the ICD The transducers sense pressure changes on the offers no attenuation to this internally-generated rotating blade surface. Pressure data were trans-tone.
Had the ICD caused transmission losses, the mitted from the engine by telemetry.
The trans-sound pressure level (SPL) of the lobe peak with ducers, their location, operation and data the ICD would have been lower than the peak obanalysis procedure are described in reference 2. tained without an ICD. The peak with the ICD is actually slightly higher. At each speed the ICD reduced the tone levels The fan blade passing frequency (BPF) modes associated with rotor-inflow distortion interacwhich are most likely to affect the directivity tion, but the principal lobe from the M = -13 patterns are: M = 22, from interaction between 28 mode produced by the rod wake mechanism is fan blades and 6 engine structural struts; M = 19, essentially the same with and without the ICD from interaction between 28 fan blades and 9 ICD installed. In addition, the broadband noise level ribs and sections;
and M = -13, from interaction and directivity are unchanged when the ICD is between 28 fan blades and 41 inlet rod wakes pre-installed. B-3 was located 2 cm (0.75 in.) in 7(b)) the M = 22 mode is just cut-on, and also from the blade tip near the leading edge of the causes a lobe near the 60°angle.
This lobe has pressure surface. Typical spectra for I0 500 rpm been ob_e_yed in many previous tests with this are shown in figure 9 . Without the ICD the specengine. _,ll
The fan tip speed at 13 500 rpm is trum consists of a series of spikes which occur at supersonic and noise from the M = 28 mode, due multiples of shaft rotation frequency and extend to the rotor-alone field, dominates the sideline above the broadband base with roughly equal ampliangles.
Even with the ICD, the noise at this tude. This type of spectrum indicates the presspeed increases to the no ICD level because the ence of randomly occurring, but axially persistent ICD does not affect tones generated by a source inflow disturbances (turbulence) which produce which is not related to inflow distortions, narrow band random tone noise by interaction with the fan rotor.
With the ICD installed, strong Acoustic Transmission Tests spikes appear only at distortion numbers (g) of I, 6, and 12, and weaker spikes at q : 9, 14, and ICD acoustic transmission characteristics 17. The q : 1 spike is observed in all tests at were checked with a controlled source which was this facility, and may be caused by the ground independent of inflow conditions. This controlled plane (although the engine centerline is 5-I/2 source was generated by wakes from 41 rods pro-engine fan diameters from the ground). The q = 6
and 12 spikesare believedto be causedby the In terms of acousticperformance, the fan potentialfi_d from the six enginestruts,and tone levelsmeasuredwith this ICDon the outdoor are observed _u in other testswith this engine, enginetest stand agreewell with flightdata for The q = 9 spike is associated with wakes fromthe this engineas reportedin reference7. Finally, nine ICD ribs. The q = 14 and 17 spikesare not experiments in an anechoicchamberwith the same accountedfor, but their strengthsare aboutthe ICD and fan1_aveshownessentially the same acous-". same as the q = 9 spikewhich causedonly a small tic results 'u indicating the wider applicability tone lobe in the far field. Therefore, by infer-of the inflowcontroldesign. It is believedthat ence, the q = 14 and 17 spikesdo not represent this ICD represents the successful culmination of important new noise sources.
ICD researchat the LewisResearchCenter. The designprinciples and construction tech-Test for Rib ThicknessEffect niquesdevelopedand employedin this program shouldbe applicable to any engineor fan static Resultsof a test to study ICDrib width test installation.Sinceenginefan specific effecton far field fan noise are shown in figure inflowrates do not vary appreciably it appears lO. For this test, aluminumtape strips5 cm that selectionof the ICDdiameterequal to twice (2-in.)wide were placedoutsideof the honeycomb the fan diametershouldbe acceptable for scaling over each of the nine ribs to simulatethick purposes. Also selectionof the same honeycomb ribs. At 9700 rpm, the M = 19 mode due to nine thicknessand cell size shouldbe more than aderib-rotorinteraction is just cut-on,so a large quate for largerinstallations.If necessary, for lobewas expectednear 60°in the directivity pat-structural purposes,the numberof supportribs tern. In fact, figurelO showsthat the simulated and honeycombsegmentscould be increased. In thick ribs producedonly small changesin tone construction, care shouldbe used in the fitting levels, of the honeycombsegmentsand,more importantly, Bladepressurespectrawere examinedto in the matingof the ICDto the nacelle. determinewhetherthe tape stripsproduceda significant changein the q = 9 distortion sensed References on the rotor. Spectrafrom blademountedtransducer B-3 are comparedin figureII. Only a weak I. McArdle,J. G., Homyak,L., and Chrulski, spike is observedat q = 9 regardless of whether D.D., "Turbomachinery Noise Studiesof the the ribs were taped. This resultagreeswith the AiResearch QCGAT Enginewith InflowControl," low tone levelsand insensitivity to rib taping AIAA Paper81-2049 ,Oct. 1981 
